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Recent studies have shown that consumers contend more with information about firm crisis. However, little is known about the effects

of different response strategies on firm crisis resulting from critical motivation factors. Based on theories of regulatory focus and

selective exposure, we analyze the differential evaluations on firm crisis by consumers who are either prevention or promotion

orientated in self-regulation, and the psychological processes as firm crisis-relevant information increases. Evidence is found that

consumers’ regulatory focus moderates the effect of information quantity on selective exposure, and induces different response

strategies to firm crisis information.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Firms frequently must deal with anomalous events, referred to

as firm crisis, that induce high levels of uncertainty and are potential
crucial factors to viability (Pearson and Clair 1998). Consumers
today have access to a wide variety of firm crisis-relevant informa-
tion, including traditional media and new media, such as online
news forums, webcasts, and personal home pages. Batteries in
electronic products spark fires, and negative publicity in case of the
Enron incident are recognized as examples of firm crisis. Despite
the potential impact of firm crisis in the market, there are few studies
dealing with how consumers process such information and how
firms can make strategies to overcome its effects. In addition, crisis
research that addresses marketing issues is scant, and little is known
about the effects of different response strategies resulting from
critical motivation variables such as the regulatory focus.

In this research, we lay the foundation for a theoretical frame-
work of firm crisis information processing by focusing on consum-
ers’ motivational orientation: self-regulation. The objective of our
research is to provide an understanding of how consumers react to
firm crisis information, and we argue that motivational orientation
factor-namely, regulatory focus-moderate the processing and im-
pact of firm crisis information. Also, we expect that increasing firm
crisis-relevant information leads the firm in an opposite attitudinal
direction, depending on the regulatory focus of the consumers.

According to regulatory focus theory (Higgins 1997), promo-
tion-focused people emphasize aspirations and achievements and
focus on the presence and absence of positive outcomes. However,
prevention-focused people are concerned with responsibilities and
safety and focus on the presence and absence of negative outcomes
(Idson et al. 2000; Shah et al. 1998). In this regard, in the context of
firm crisis, promotion-focused consumers display greater eager-
ness in striving toward a positive-framed outcome (inconsistent
with firm crisis facts) than moving away from its absence (consis-
tent with firm crisis facts). In contrast, prevention-focused consum-
ers are concerned about a negative-framed outcome (consistent
with firm crisis facts) more intensely than a positive framed
outcome. Through experiment, we tested the differential responses
to firm crisis by consumers who are either prevention or promotion
orientated in self-regulation, and the psychological processes as
firm crisis-relevant information increases.

Fischer and his colleagues (2008) make clear psychological
processes that underlie the moderating role of information quantity
on selective exposure. According to their study, when confronted
with 10 pieces of information, consumers systematically preferred
information that is consistent with their prior evaluation, whereas
when confronted with only 2 pieces of information, they strongly
preferred inconsistent information. Building upon Fischer’s work
(2008), we tested how consumers’ regulatory focus moderates the
effect of information quantity on selective exposure. We contend
that whether firm crisis-relevant information will be discounted in
a biased manner or will be weighted heavily depends on the
consumer’s self-regulation (promotion-focused or prevention-fo-
cused), and the quantity of firm crisis-relevant information will
moderate these outcomes.

Finally, we confirmed the moderating role of consumers’
regulatory focus to the effect of information quantity on selective

exposure in the context of firm crisis. According to mediational
analysis, prevention-focused consumers exhibited a lower evalua-
tion in response to increasing the quantity of firm crisis-relevant
information because they support-argued it solidly, whereas the
promotion-focused consumers resisted information quantity be-
cause they effectively counterargued it. Further, the underlying
response strategies of both prevention-focused consumers and
promotion-focused consumers (support argument vs.
counterargument) trigger negatively in the case that they are faced
with the restricted quantity of firm crisis-relevant information.
Theoretically, we added consumers’ regulatory focus as an impor-
tant moderator to previous crisis literatures dealing with factors
such as commitment (Ahluwalia et al. 2000), consumer expecta-
tions (Dawar and Pillutla 2000), cognitive style (Monga and John
2008), and even the face of company (Gorn et al. 2008).

From a managerial perspective, in new media such as online
news, consumers’ opinions dealing with firm crisis facts (online
commentaries) can influence others’ evaluations on the firm, and be
a fitting instrument for the context of selective exposure. The results
of the study indicate that a firm has little to lose by taking an
affirmative public atmosphere through media. Inconsistent infor-
mation on firm crisis in market is likely to redress consumers’
lowering attitude, but consistent information on firm crisis is likely
to cause consumers’ disappointment and suspicion. Marketers may
have help by considering different filtering responses of firm crisis
including consistent or inconsistent with crisis facts depending on
consumers’ regulatory focus.

Collectively, current findings provide an impetus for further
investigations of each of the firm crises characterizing either
corporate ability or corporate social responsibility. Further under-
standing of the psychological processes that underlie consumers’
reactions to real companies should help companies to manage their
crisis more efficiently and effectively to achieve both goals.
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